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Introduction 

In 1370, two years after the foundation of the Ming Dynasty, Emperor Hung 
Wu sent Lii Tsun-chiin §ffe~ to Ayutthaya as an envoy to induce the Siamese 
king to send tribute to China.2> This Imperial overture was promptly responded 
to by either, as generally believed, King Boromaracha I or, as suggested by 
Fujiwara, his nephew Ramesuen, who ordered the dispatch of the first tributary 
mission to the Ming court with the tribute of a tamed elephant, a six-legged turtle 
and other products of different localities, including most probably sapanwood for 
dye, pepper, and scented wood which were to become favoured export items from 
Siam to the Chinese market for many years to come.3

> Thus began Siamese 
maritime trade relations with Ming China which were to last for the following two · 
hundred and seventy years. 

-Unlike other well-recorded tributary relations with China, the beginnings of 
the Indian Ocean trade with Siam are still not clear. It is interesting to note, 
however, that frankincense ($LW), an aromatic grown only in limited regions of 
southern Arabia and northern Somalia, was already found among the tributes 
brought from Ayutthaya to the Chinese court in 1386. This fact suggests an early 
opening of trade routes linking Siam with the regions where the aromatic gum 

· resin was found. Though oftentimes overshadowed by its far better recorded 
· diplomatic ties with China, it is hard to deny that the Siamese commerical 

connection with the Indian Ocean had long been in existence in the pre-modern 
period. In fact, the west-coast of the Malayan Peninsula is referred to in a late 
fifteenth century Arabic treatise on the Indian Ocean as Siam, Mul al-Siam or Barr 
al-Siam.4

> With its relatively easy access to the Bay of Bengal via the 
transpeninsular route, matched with her more direct riverine passage to the Bay 
of Thailand through to the South China Sea, Ayutthaya was, it should be stressed, 
favourably located so as to be able to enter at a favourable time into the 
fragmented markets subsequent to the collapse of the Srivijayan maritime state. 
Ayutthaya was eventually to become one of th~ most important emporia m 
Southeast Asia for exchanging commodities from the East and the West. 
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Ayutthayan trade with China has recently attracted the serious attention of 

both Thai and western scholars. 5> What is more, the flourishing external trade of 

Siam has come to be reviewed in terms of the novel concept of "port-polity".6
) 

These stimulating studies, however, seem to share the common assumption that 

such maritime trade, especially that with China, politically, economically, and 

socially prominent only after the Ch'ing period (A.D. 1644-1910).7
) This widely 

accepted view may possibly have been conditioned by a seminal study made by 

John_ Anderson at the end of the last century. Anderson ascribed to King 

Prasathong (1629-1656) the introduction, or at least full accentuation, of the 

system of royal monopolies in Ayutthaya, a system which determined the 
, subsequent development of Siamese trade relations with Ch'ing China. S) It is 

, regrettable, however, that this widely accepted view seems to have had an 

unproductive, if not a downright discouraging, effect upon an otherwise 
promising search for source materials of earlier centuries which m_ight contribute 

to opening a new horizon in the study of Siamese external trade as well as its 

impact upon the formation of port-polity in Ayutthaya in a much earlier period 

than is usually believed. The present paper aims to contribute, if only to a small 

degree, to furthering the study of early Ayutthayan trade, particularly her East 
Asian trade, by examining htherto insufficiently explored Ryukyuan diplomatic 

documents sent to and from Siam during the second d~cade of the fifteenth 

ctmtury and the mid-sixteenth century. 

The Rekidai H oan on Siam 

The materials to be used in this paper are diplomatic dispatches and related 

documents contained in a compilation called the Redikai Haan ifHtW~ (Precious 

Documents of Successive Generations). This valuable source had long been kept 

in secrecy by the descendants of immigrant Chinese of Kume Village in the 
outskirts of the Ryukuan capital of Naha since 1871 when the Meiji administrative 

reform caused the incorporation of the Ryukyu Islands into centralized Ja pan as 
one of its provinces. 9) It was only in 1931 that elders of Kume village were finally 

persuaded to hand over to the custody of the provincial library at N aha these long 
cherished texts relating to the four hundred and fifty years of the Ryukyuan 

diplomatic history. 10
> The Rekidai Haan contains, among other items, (1) copies of 

thirty diplomatic dispatches sent to Siam covering forty-four years during the 
period A.D. 1425-1469 together with an incomplete letter of A.D. 1430, (2) six 

dispatches sent from Siam to the Kingdom of Ryukyu in A.D. 1480 and 1481, 

respectively. The documents under these two categories are filed in Vols. 40, 41 
and 43 for the first and in Vol. 39 for the second. I I) In addition to the above, Vol. 

42 of the same compilation contains twenty-three documents called chih-chao fJl~~' 
a voyage certificate or license required for official Ryukyuan missions to travel to 

Southeast Asia including Siam. I 2
) Of the thirty Ryukyuan dispatches mentioned 

above, twenty-two are written in the name of Liu-ch'iu-kuo Chung-shan-wang :f/iE:ft!il 
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i:p LlJ .±, or The King of the Country of Ryukyu addressed to H sien-lo-kuo 51Rffl or 
the Country of Siam, whereas si'.x are sent from Liu-ch'iu-kuo-wang 3/iEliffl.±, or the 
King of the Country of Ryukyu to the Country of Siam. There is one that is sent 
from Liu-eh 'iu-kuo-fu 3/iEltfflJff or the Royal Court of the Country of Ryukyu to the 
Country of Siam. Document No. 1713

) in Vol. 43 may deserve a special notice for 
its uniqueness in that the sender is referred to as Liu-ch'iu-kuo Chih-shih-kuan 
U[ruku Uchi] 3/iEliffl$Jt-$'§,I~ [•t':it!f#JIJ] or "an official in charge of rites and 
other affairs of the Country of Ryukyu". This letter is addressed to Hsien-lo-kuo . 
Chung-Jen Mi-tsan-chih-tao 5iaffl i:p A~MHD~ or Mi-tsan-chih-tao, "Middle Man" of 
the Country of Siam, the term being a verbatim rendering of the Chinese word 
chujin, the meaning of which is not clear. Kobata believes this person to be 
"apparently an influential statesman close to the Ayutthayan king." 14

> 

The six Siamese letters in the second category are more diversely written, 
namely, by Hsien-lo-kuo-wang 5iaffl.± or the King of Siam, Hsien-lo-kuo Li-pu 
Shang-shu ~Rfflff!l1i~1½HJ or Minister of the Board of Rites of the Country of Siam, 
Hsien-lo-kuo Ch'ang-che Ming-hsia Nai-lo-ssu-li 5iaffl:&~~ r*•}!tflJ or a senior 
person15

> by the name of Nai-lo-ssu-li, and Hsien-lo-kuo Ch'ang-shih Nai-yueh-pen 51 
affl:&R:!.*'IJlis: or the Senior Minister by the name of Nai-yueh-pen of the Country 
of Siam. Worthy of note, in this connection, is the fact that there is no such office 
as Li-pu or the Board of Rites in the Siamese administrative organization of any 
period. The Li-pu is obviously one of the Six Boards in the central administration 
of China which used to be responsible, among others, for the reception of. 
tributary missions from abroad. It is not unlikely that the writer of this dispatch, 
most probably some immigrant Chinese who was then in the service of the 
Siamese court with his command of the written Chinese language and with an 
appropriate knowledge of the diplomatic practices of the day, used this Chinese 
term just for convenience sake in order to denote an unidentified Siamese office 
which should have had a function corresponding to that of the Li-pu in China. For 
our present purpose suffice it to note that this could be taken as evidence to show 
that such an office was already in existence in Ayutthaya at the time this dispatch 
was written. 

Now let us turn to the details of the Ryukyuan texts cited above to study the 
Siamese titles recorded therein. In the dispatch written in A.D. 1480 by the so
called "Minister of the Board of Rites of the Country of Siam" are recorded seven 
Siamese titles in Chinese transcription, namely, that of the Minister of the Board, 
the Chief Envoy to the Court of Siam and his Deputy, a Chinese interpreter, and 
four high-ranking officials. The title of the Minister is given in Chinese characters 
as g}~altgiiJ]ii ~t?.U Wu-pa-lo-ma-ho Sa-t'o-lieh. The first three characters may 
safely be identified with Okphra, a common title of the period, whereas the 
following two may be taken as representing Maha. As for the last three characters, 
Higaonna proposes Satthorath as a probable reading, 15

> while Kobata wants to 
identify it with Suwanarath. 17

> Thus we obtain either Okphra Mahasattoratht or 
Okphra Mahasuwanarath as possible reconstructions for this royally given title. The 
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Chief Envoy is named Nai-min-ying Hsieh-t'i *rc.~~~tff. Higaonna and Kobata 
both agree in regarding it as a transcription for the Siamese personal name 
Bunhiang followed by his probable affiliation, chao tha, i1 n1, namely the harbour 
master. As for his deputy, the name is transliterated as Nai-ts'eng Hsieh-t'i *iit~tff 
which may stand for Nai Chung of the same office, whereas the name of the 
interpreter Nai-yung ** is to be read as Nai Yung. The names of four other 
officials of high rank are: Nai-na **~' Mao-khun Pi-t'o-wu \§'j:EjEfW-~~' Nai-kou-ko
sha *!lg:;fxrP, and Ch'ang-shih Nai-yueh-pen ~.lit:*'l:R.#, respectively. Kobata 
proposes the name N ai-na as N ai N oi. IS) Then Higaonna thinks Mao-khun Pi-t'o-wu 

is a transcription of Okhun Phithak. 19
) The latter might rather be interpreted as an 

abbreviated form of Phitthaknawa Y1nnu111, for example, which is the royally 
given title of one of the two deputy directors in the Phra Khlang Ministry with 
sakdina of 400.20

) As for Nai-kou-ko-sha, the second syllable kou causes the 
identification to be problematic, whereas the first one nai u 1u should taken as a 
common title for a male official. 21

) The term "kosa 1 m.r1" is frequently used to 
constitute a part of royally given titles of Phra Khlang officials such as Phra 
Phithakkosa, Khun Thipkosa, Khun Sawadikosa, etc. We tentatively propose, 
therefore, thatNai-kou-ko-sha should be read Nai Kosa, leaving the identification of 
"kou" for further scrutiny. For Ch'ang-shih ~.lie. Kobata gives "senior minister" as a 
translation. This term denotes a high ranking official of the Ming central 
administration, which must have been analogically used by the scribe of the 
Ryukyuan government. It seems more likely that his name Nai-yueh-pen should be 
transcribed as Ittiphon rather than as lttsupun as suggested earlier by Kobata. 

The Law of the Three Seals on the Phra Khlang 

After a slump of decades following the initial vigour with which Siamese 
tributary fleets were frequently dispatched to China, a resurgence of maritime 
trade appeared around the time when King Intharacha, alias N akhon In, 
ascended the throne in 1401. 22

) This development is probably to be ascribed to 
this king's relatively peaceful reign, which is in sharp contrast with that of some of 
his predecessors who had been occupied with waging wars with neighbouring 
countries in order to consolidate the newly established realm.23

) It is, in fact, in the 
reign of this king that Cheng-ho made his first visit to Ayuthaya in 1407. To his 
son King Boroma Trailokanat, it is generally believed, Ayutthaya owes its 
constitution and codification of the centralized and functionally differentiated 
administrative system which was to determine the fundamental forms of 
government of Siam for the subsequent five centuries.24

) Today we are able to see 
the detailed structure of this system, admittedly with later modifications, from two 
legal documents preserved in the Katmai Tra Sam Duang (hereafter ·abbreviated 
KTSD) or the Law of the Three Seals, namely, the Law of the Civil Hierarchy and the 
Law of the Military and Provincial Hierarchies, respectively. The titles of the Phra 
Khlang officials are enumerated in the former. 25

) In the following, Tamnaeng or 
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grade of office held by the officials are given in English translation when 
necessary. 

I. 
( 1 ) Okphaya Sithammarat Dechachadiammatayanuchit Phiphitratanarachakosathibodi 
Aphaiphiriya Barakaramaphahu (Minister in charge of the Phra Khlang) 

[Sakdi]na 10,000 
( 2) Phra Phiphatkosarat "Palat Thunchalong" 1,000 
( 3) Khun Phinitchairat "Palat Nangsan" 800 
( 4 ) Khun Raksasombatchambamroe Sak lang dika hai chai 800 
( 5) Khun Racha-akon "Khonitrachakan Banchi Klang" 800 
( 6 ) Khun Thepharat "Samuha Akon" 600 
( 7 ) Khun Yisansapphayakon "Samubanchi" 600 
( 8) Khun Thipkosa 800 
( 9 ) Khun Thanarat in charge of distributing stipends 600 
(10) 8 "khunmiin" rank officials under the supervision of Siracha-akon 300 
(11) 13 "khunmiin" rank officials under the supervision of Khun Theppharat 300 
(12) Khun Sombatbodiklongchanasut 4 "khunmiin" rank officials 600 
(13) Khun Kaeoayat ThanaiKosa 600 
(14) Khun Akson "Samian Tra" 600 

II. 
( 1 ) Phra Chularachamontri 

( 2) Khun Rachasethi 

( 3) Luang Rachamontri 

( 4) Miin Phinitwathi 

( 5) Miin Sisongphasa 
( 6) Miin Satwathi 
( 7) Miin Samretwathi 
( 8) M iin Thipwacha 
( 9) M iin Thepwacha 
(10) Luang N onthaket 

(11) Miin Sachawacha 

(12) Miin Satwathi 

Ill. 
(1) Luang Chodukrachasethi 

1,400 
"Palat" in charge of "Khaek Prathet 
Chawa", Malay and English 800 
"Caho Tha" (harbour master) in 
charge of "Khaek Prathet 
Angkrit", Yuan, Farang 800 
Interpreter 300 
-do- 300 
-do-
-do-
English Interpreter 
-do-
"Chao Tha" (harbour master) in 
charge of "Phromathet" 
Interpreter 
-do-

"Chao Krom" (Director of the 
Department) 

300 
300 
300 
300 

800 
300 
300 

1,400 
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( 2) Luang Thepphakdi "Chao Tha" (harbour master) in charge 
of the Dutch 600 

( 3) Khun Thongsu (~$) Chinese Interpreter for a Commis-
sioner (?) 600 

( 4) Khun Thongsamut -do- 600 
( 5) Khun W orawathi French interpreter 300 
( 6) Khun Rachawadi Interpreter for "Kapitan" 300 
( 7) Khun Raksasamut -do- 300 
( 8) Khun Wisutsakhon Interpret½r for a junk's captain 

at the river mouth (?) 400 
( 9) Captain of a large junk with a beam wider than 4 wa (Chinese, 

"khaek", English) 400 
(10) Captain of a small junk with a beam of 3 wa plus 200 
(11) "Chun-chu" (tr}::t)26

) junk captain 200 
(12) "Ton-hon" for a large junk navigator 200 
(13) "Ton-hon" for a small junk navigator 100 
(14) "La-ta" (:~U~) of a large junk chief accountant 200 
(15) "La-ta" (wU~) of a small junk chief accountant 100 
(16) "Pan-chu" shipwright 80 
(17) "Tai-kong" (~I) "sai" left steersman 80 
(18) "Tai-kong" (~I) "khwa" right steersman 80 
(19) "Chin-teng-thao sai" left deputy-accountant 50 
(20) "Chin-teng-thao khwa" right deputy-accountant 50 
(21) "A-pan" OteJJI) main mast officer 50 
(22) "Chong-kwa" (ml~) general affairs officer 50 
(23) "Tek-kho" cargo officer 50 
(24) "A-kiing" (11flI) carpenter 50 
(25) "Iaokong" (WI) worshipper 30 
(26) "Toa-liao" (::k~) rear mast 30 
(27) "Sam-pan" (~;j:]i) front mast 30 
(28) "Chomphu" (?) 30 
(29) "Thao-teng" (mHn:) anchorman 30 
(30) "Hu-tiao" depth-measurer 30 
(31) "It-sian" (-ff) [large-sail-man] 25 
(32) "Yi-sian" (=ff) [second-sail-man] 25 
(34) "Sam-sian" (:::::ff) [third-sail-man] 25 
(34) "Chapkathao" sweeper 25 
(35) "Bia-pan" cook 25 
(36) 18 "Chin-teng" "servants" attached to "chun-chu", 

"la-ta", and "pan-chu" 25 
(37) 7 "Nai rong" (?) 25 
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IV. 
( l ) Phra Siphiphatratanakosa 3,000 
( 2) Luang Ratanakosa 800 
( 3) Khun Phibunsombat 600 
( 4) Khun Sawadikosa 600 I 

( 5) M iin S ombatbodi 300 
( 6) M iin Thanarat 300 
( 7) Khun Khlang "Chao Krom", Director of the "Khlang Pa 

Chak" 600 
( 8) Khun Sikhongyot "Chao Krom", Director of the "Khlang Pa 

Chak" 600 
( 9) M iin P hithaknawa "Palat Krom", Deputy 400 
(10) Khun Wisutsombat "Chao Krom", Director of the "Khlang 

Wangchai" 600 
(11) Miin Phibunsombat "Palat Krom", Deputy 400 
(12) Miin Chainawa "Palat Krom", Deputy 400 

The above list of the Phra Khlang officials is found in Section 11 of the Law of the 
Civil Hierarchy of the authoritative Thammasat Edition of the KTSD. From the 
preamble placed at the beginning of this Law we obtain A.D. 1466 as the date of 
its promulgation27

> and King Phra Boromatrailokanat as its legislator. If the 
original law was promulgated, as the preamble indicates, in A.D. 1466, then the 
body of the text must have undergone alterations or interpolations in later 
periods. One example is its reference to the English and the French who were to 
reach Ayutthaya only after the seventeenth century and, therefore, the mention 
of whom is an impossibility in the fifteenth century. Nevertheless, this legal text 
might still be fruitfully used in comparison with our knowledge of the Ayutthayan 
administration of external affairs in the fifteenth century obtained from the 
Ryukyuan sources. We have mentioned earlier that a Siamese dispatch dated 1480 
was written in the name of Hsien-lo-kuo Li-pu Shang-shu or the Minister of Li-pu or 
the Board of Rites of the Country of Siam. This Chinese term might safely be 
taken as referring to the Phra Khlang. A problem then arises as to how to reconcile 
Wu-pa-lo-ma-ho Sa-t'o-lieh, the royally given title found in the Rekidai Roan, with 
the one in the Law of Civil Hierarchy, namely Ohphaya Sitthammarat . .. 28>, since 
neither of the two identifications proposed earlier for this ministerial title in the 
Rekidai Haan resembles Sithammarat. This discrepancy might be ascribed to either 
the inappropriate identification of the title or to a change in titles in the course of 
time. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that our Ryukyuan sources refer to a 
title such as kosa which is not infrequently found in the names of the Phra Khlang 
officials including Phiphatkosarat, Thipkosa, Ratanakosa, and others. In addition, the 
fact that the term chao-tha is mentioned in our text as being attached to certain 
royally given titles suggests that an office with such a name was already in 
existence. This supports, it seems to me, the alleged date of promulgation of the 
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relevant portion of the Law of Civil Hierarchy. The identification of "chung-jen", 

"ch'ang-che", and "ch'ang-shih" might better be left for later scrutiny. Here suffice it 

to say that these terms at least suggest the probable involvement of senior officials 

of the Ayutthayan government in external trade in mid-fifteenth century. 

The Phra Khlang at work 

The Rekidai Hoan provide us with information on the Phra Khlang's 

intervention in business transactions at the port of Ayutthaya and on the probable 

date of its introduction in the second decade of the fifteenth century. A travel 

report of a Ryukyuan envoy to Siam with a date of A.D. 1425 recorded in one of 

the Ryukyuan dispatches to Ayutthaya is relevant.29
) 

In the 17th year of Yung-lo [1419], the commissioned envoy, Araka, and 

others boarded three ocean-going ships and proceeded to the country of 
Hsien-lo [Siam], carrying some gifts. After they had presented the gifts and 
returned to our country, they reported that they had heard from local 
officials [ of Siam] that their gifts were insufficient. The porcelains [ which they 
had taken with them] were, they further stated, traded only under 
government supervision, and no private purchase of sapanwood was 

permited, with the result that they had to supplement their ship money [the 
fund to defray the cost of their voyage] ... In view of this information, we 
have increased our gifts since Yung-lo 18 [1420], and we have dispatched 
Envoy Kakihana, Interpreter Ryo Fuku and others aboard seagoing ships, 
which have until now traversed scores of thousands of li over the sea ... 
despite the fact that we proceed to your country taking presents, we are made 
increasingly subject to official supervision by your local officials in the sale of 
our porcelains. 

~-+~$OO,a£~ffM~~~,~--~~~,--■~, ~~--~o*fi 
•• , ~-~ffl,amtEffm~ffl,R~~&,~~ffHmeo~~~,*~~~ 
flJf~*o f~affif, ~inttU&il······ A,11*~' ff!l~m:brnrit fftl~io-Jlx~*m:i:o 
itll:tjHi, § 7X•+ J\$ ~A,, :bD~ffUio, ft{t f~Jl:j EW, ~ •W:il ~, ~- tr}~, 
*li~rfiH+, IJJ~f§:;1;~£ .. · .. · li~fU1l, ~i~~fftf~:3<:~jk aJlJrtEffm, fJHrff ff 
,pfi~~~o 30) 

The intervention about which the Siamese officials complained in the sale of the 

porcelains brought by the Ryukyuan merchants is called in the Chinese text "kuan

mai" ff ff or "official purchase". We know from the above account that in the years 

A.D. 1419 and A.D. 1420 the Ayutthayan port officials excercised their right of 

preemption for such coveted articles as Chinese porcelains imported by the 

Ryukyuan merchants. In the procurement of such favoured Ayutthayan products 

as sapanwood, on the other hand, the same merchants were placed under the 
strict control of government officials who claimed exclusive right to sell these 
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commodities to visiting foreign merchants. This monopolistic sale is termed in our 
text "kuan-mai" '§Jf or "officials sale". The extent to which these restrictive 
measures bothered the Ryukyuan merchants might be gauged by their repeated 
appeals to the King of Siam for exemption from this practice. In order to show 
their overt discontent, it is recorded, the Ryukyuans once stopped sending their 
ships to Siam in A.D. 1424.31

) Despite these appeals, however, there is little 
indication that the Ayutthayan government sought to abolish the practice as is 
seen from the dispatch of 1442, which continues to request "that the local officials 
do not interfere with the visitors and impose government control on their trade, 
which would result in losses not suffered in previous years. We request your 
sympathy for the hardships which the men from afar encounter in their 
voyages."32

) We read in a report of a contemporary observer of the seventeenth 
century that the practice then persisted in an even more systematic form. 33

). 

When, then, was this practice of "kuan-mai" and "kuan-mai" introduced to 
Ayutthaya? Before answering this question, however, let us have a glimpse at 
Ayutthayan-Ryukyuan relations first. One of the purposes of the Ryukyuan trade 
with Siam was the procurement of tropical products, pepper and sapanwood in 
particular, which were eventually to be brought to China as tribute. This is clearly 
stated in the Rekidai Haan in which is found such a cliche as ~1im~:ilt:kSJlf!Pmi "in 
order to make proper preparations for the presentation of tribute to the Great 
Ming Court". 34

) Ryukyuan tributary relations with China were started when King 
Satto *It (1349?-1395) sent his brother to the Ming Court in A.D. 1372. Details 
of the tributes in early years are not known except that sulphur and horses were 
included in the tributary list. But from the last decade of the fourteenth century, 
pepper and sapanwood began to appear among the Ryukyuan tributes to China in 
addition to the above mentioned sulphur and horses.35

) This fact implies that the 
Ryukyuans had by then successfully established contact most probably with Siam 
which was to become one of the largest suppliers of these tropical goods to the 
Ryukyuans in subsequent years. As to the history of Ryukyuan-Ayuttyayan 
relations we have, in the Rekidai Roan, the following two accounts: 

(1) We also note that over the period from Hung-wu [1368-1398] to Yung
lo [1403-1424], [i.e.] from the time of our royal great-grandfather through 
grandfather and father down to this day, we have frequently dispatched our 
envoys to take our gifts to present to your country. Over past years we 
received your affection, and we kept in mind that the world is one family. As 
we received the precious gifts and hospitality you extended to us, people 
coming to you from afar, [and because you] were always ready to further our 
trade from official control, we were deeply touched indeed.36

) 

~~~m~~•$*,~ffl&ffl£%~£,~~-$~~~~, ••~•,ri:rm■ 
1:-li!, ~Jlx, ~~$*a 11fj'~l:-lil~Ji~, 'lf~lmi{ij:W-~-*' ~~1§1~::it~~, &ft 
~~A, 1ltii1!£;§:~£, 1l1~iI:Wz$-, -W-~~U~ixZ~o 37

) 
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(2) This country [Ryukyu] has dispatched envoys since the periods of Hung
wu and Yung-lo, sending some local products to present [to you =the 
Siamese King] and fitting out two or three ships each year for their voyage. 33

) 

*~gm~~-$~*'~~-•~±~,~a~-=~*o~ 
"Our royal great-grandfather" (ffjfi) and "grandfather" (fftlLE) refer to Satto 
~& (1350-95) and Bu'nei ~~ (1395-1406), respectively, while "father" :7'cX: 
3:. means Shishou }!!HB (1406-21) who founded the First Shou Dynasty. These 
accounts seems to support our earlier assumption that the Ryukyuan trade contact 
with Siam must have started in the last decade of the fourteenth century. 
Incidentally, T'ai-tsung Wen-huang-ti shih-lu records the incident that a certain 
Siamese envoy bound for Ryukyu was given assistance, when shipwrecked off 
Fuchien Province in 1404, by the Chinese authorities who appreciated the 
friendly relationship existing between Ryukyu and Ayutthaya as being "a laudable 
affair of barbarian countries" (1=1~~$). This account also suggests that at least by 
A.D. 1402 trade relations between Ryukyu and Ayutthaya had been well 
established. 40

) 

Conclusion 

From the above review of the Rekidai Hoan documents relating to Siam we 
may now conclude that, starting probably in 1370s, the Siamese Kingdom of 
Ayutthaya came to participate actively in East Asian trade with China, in the form 
of tributary missions and with Ryukyu which was in need of tropical products such 
as the pepper and sapanwood of Siam for her eventual tribute to China. One of 
the Ryukyuan documents implies that in and around A.D. 1419, a sy~tem of 
officials intervention in the import and export trade at Ayutthaya known in the 
Rekidai Hoan as kuan-mai and kuan-mai seems to have been introduced by the 
Siamese government, and this intervention continued to cause trouble to the 
Ryukyuan traders for many years to come. In A.D. 1419 Ayutthaya was under the 
reign of King Boromaracha II.41

) During his reign Siam greatly extended her 
territory to the east by expelling the Khmer from their capital of Ankor in A.D. 
1432 and to the north by incorporating the former kingdom of Sukhothai in A.D. 
1438. Boromaracha II was then succeeded by his son King Boromatrailokanat 
who is known to this day for his far-reaching administrative reform crystalized in 
the Laws of Civil Hierarcy and of Military and Provincial Hierarchy preserved in 
the KTSD. It is, therefore, not unlikely that the wealth accumulated by the royal 
trade monopoly excercised at the port of Ayutthaya was effectively spent for the 
consolidation of the Kingdom of Siam. 
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